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Fulfilling a dream in Athens
ByJasonA.Dtxon
SENIOR REPORTER

There are some moments
almost unworthy of mere words,
those which must be fully experienced and felt to be properly
appreciated.
Denise Van De Walle has been
coaching volleyball for more than
two years, 22 at Bowling Green
State University, before her defining moment finally materialized when she helped lead the
USA Women's National Sitting
Volleyball Team to a bronze
medal at last month's Paralympic
Games in Athens. Greece.
The USA finished behind gold
medalist China and silver medalist Netherlands in the six-team
tournament.
"The trip was awesome," Van
De Walle said. "It was one of the
IMSI experiences in my coaching
career. It was just like being at
the Olympics, except the athletes
had some type of disability.

"But they still were the best
in their event and they had to
have qualified to have gotten
there," she added. "So 1 was
looking at world class athletes
in every sport. It surpassed my
expectations."
Participating in its first ever
Paralympics, the sitting team
traveled to Athens after being
together for 18 months while
some teams had "four to eight
years of experience playing with
one another," Van De Walle said.
"We also had the least experienced team in the tournament
with six players under 23 years
old and we were the most disabled," she added.
However, the symbolism in
the sitting team's triumphant
path was unmistakable, according to Van De Walle.
"We were picked to finish last
in the tournament, because we
didn't win a set against the three
teams we played back in May,"

she said. "I think the tournament
went the way it should have with
the three best teams winning a
medal."
Van De Walle said she started crying during the ceremony
while taking pictures, despite
the coaches not being awarded
a medal.
"1 was crying because I felt
I had just seen a team go from
being absolutely non-volleyball
oriented to the third best team
in the world in 18 months," she
said. "You just see all the hard
work, dedication and perseverance come together right when
you need it to and 1 saw that right
then as they were receiving their
medals.
"I saw in my mind our first
training camp back in February
2003 when we were horrible to
what I saw... when we just
ATHENS, PAGE 2
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IN PURSUIT OF BRONZE: U.S.A. competes against the Netherlands in the Bronze medal game in Athens as
the head coach Denise Van De Walle looks on from the side lines.

Permanent residents
present zoning views
By Laren Weber and Miranda Bond
Students returning to campus in

■mSwangw 8G Photo
D0RKIFIED: Eric Penrod of the group "2 Skinny Dorks" performed in the Black Swamp Pub last
night in the student union. UA0 sponsored the concert.

August did not anticipate they
would be in search of a new place
to live only weeks after moving in.
Around Sept. 13, 2001,
Undergraduate
Student
Government President Alex
Wright began hearing reports
from students of police and
zoning officials inquiring about
the number of people living in
their houses.
The students thought nothing of this and told the police
the truth, Wright said at a City
Council meeting on Monday
night. In some cases, they admitted that 4, 5, or even 6 people
lived in the house.
Students then began receiving
citations accusing them of violating zoning laws they had no prior
knowledge of.
"Imagine their surprise a few
weeks later when they get a
citation in the mail or a search
warrant on their couch realizing they're in violation of a code
they didn't even know existed,"
Wright said.
The zoning ordinance, which
was adopted almost 30 years ago,
states that no more than 3 unrelated adults may occupy a dwelling in a Rl or R2 zone.
Mayor John Quinn met with
administrative officials this sum-

mer to determine how to more
efficiently and proactivery enforce
the over-occupancy laws.
The plan, implemented this
fall, was the combination of
the police division with zoning officials to prove violations
were occurring Since then, 35
students have been cited with
minor misdemeanors for violating the code.
Wright then raised the question of why.
"Why start enforcing a 29 year
old ordinance now?" he said.
An increase enrollment in the
University, increase in the cost of
a college education everywhere,
and an increase in rent in combination caused by a tighter economic situation lias resulted in
the rise of Rl and R2 violations.
Quinn said.
"Over the years the vast majority of public opinion has supported this law, and the city believes
that the law is not only appropriate to community value, but is
also constitutional and enforceable." he said.e violations are corrected on or before Dec. 31,2004,
the charges will be dismissed.
Quinn said.
"Because these issues directly
impact the lives of so many, we
seek resolution with the minimum of disruption." he said.
The city is willing to forgo

all charges until Dec. 31, 2004,
but that is not enough time,
Wright said.
Residents and landowners in
violation of die zoning codes
after Dec. 31, 2004 will be given
a 30-day notice to make the
residence compliant with zoning regulations. This tactic will
be enforced until July 31,2005, at
which time the violations will be
issued immediately without any
notification.
"This is the most pressing and
serious issue that any student that
lives off campus is facing today,"
Wright said. "If this is something
that the city wants to do, give us
time to fix it."
The over-occupancy problems
will be dealt with in a fair manner,
Quinn said.
"This is a wonderful city in
which to live, work and obtain
an education," he said. "Only
through cooperation and communication can we ensure that
over occupancy problems will be
dealt with firmly and fairly, and
quality of life of all citizens will be
protected."
The issue was discussed once
again last night. Around 40 members of the community, Mayor
Inhn Quinn and 10 students
ZONING, PAGE 2

Scientist search for proof of Biblical flood
By RICHARD C.LEWIS
THE »SSOCI«IE0 PRESS

PROVIDENCE, R.I. - Four years
ago, scientists thought they had
found the perfect place to settle
the Noah flood debate: A farmer's
house on a bluff overlooking die
Black Sea built about 7,500 years
ago — just before tidal waves
inundated the homestead, submerged miles of coastline and
turned the freshwater lake into a
salty sea
Some believed the rectangular site of stones and wood could
help solve the age-old question
of whether the Black Sea's flooding was the event recounted in

the Biblical story
to move as far away as
of Noah.
"We've moved mainland Europe.
That story told of
■
, ■
Scientists who in
a calamitous flood
beyond the
the summer of 2003
occurring over 40
grab and
visited the underwater
days and nights.
,
,
. e site off the northern
Scientists
had
look part Of Turkish coastal town of
largely dismissed archaeology". Sinop couldn't arrive at
it, believing the
any conclusions. The
Black Sea filled up
settlement, about 330
gradually with genfeet underwater, was
tly rising waters.
FREDRICK HIEBERT
"contaminated" by
wood that had drifted
That wisdom was
ARCHAEOLOGIST
rocked, however,
in, foiling any attempt
when two scholars
to accurately date the
claimed several years ago that ruin — and thus date the flood.
the Black Sea's flooding was
"We were not able to get a
more recent — and so rapid and smoking gun," said Robert
widespread that it forced people Ballard, the underwater explorer

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com

and discoverer of the Titanic,
who led the $5 million Black Sea
expedition.
But the trip was successful
nonetheless, and the scientists
are preparing to publish their
findings early next year.
Ballard heralded the work of
Hercules, an underwater excavator that was used for the first
time. The 7-foot robot gingerly
dug around the deep-water ruins
and retrieved artifacts using pincers outfitted with sensors that
regulated the pressure they exerted — much like a human hand.
Fredrik Hiebert, an aichaeology fellow at National Geographic,
said the mechanical excavator's

SATURDAY
<^i i»t

sun ess ushers in a new era in
ocean archaeology.
"We now have the technical
capabilities to excavate scientifically in underwater environments," the former University
of Pennsylvania professor said.
"We've moved beyond the grab
and look part of (underwater)
archaeology."
The team also used high-definition cameras, a new Internet
bandwidth and satellite hookups
to link scientists and schoolchildren live to the mission — the
first time all such technologies
had been employed simultaneously on an expedition.
On another leg of the jour-

ney, the explorers took a closer
look at a 1,500-year-old trading
vessel that they say is the best
preserved ship of the Byzantine
period ever located.
Scientists were especially
interested in this site, dubbed
"Shipwreck D," because the Black
Sea's unique, oxygen-less water
leaves everything on the bottom
mostly intact. Shipwreck D is so
well-preserved that cord tied in
a V-shape at the top of the trading vessel's wooden mast is still
clearly visible.
Researchers noted the ship's
FLOOD, PAGE 2
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State Firefighting school offered at the University
ByJanell Kingsborough
SENIOR RIPOSIfR

Firefighter survival—saving
themselves, each oilier and anyone else caught in the flames.
The State lire School, coordinated by Continuing and
Extended Education, will be
held from Oct. 9-12 for firefighters and emergency service
personnel to develop training
gained ai regional and depart-

mental levels.
Most classes are for those who
are already firefighters and who
are working toward continuing
their professional development.
"We offer a much broader
range of topics than the average
depart merit can,and weoffei the
departments the opportunity to
■.end members to all different
classes and take that (what they
learn] back to the departments,"
Ann Kens, Director of Program

Development and Continuing
Education, said.
According to Betts, many fire
departments want bachelor and
master degrees for promotions
and each class offered has its
own prerequisites required by
the complexity and skill level of
the class to achieve these levels.
Those who aspire to become
a volunteer firefighter can
take a 36-hour certification
course needed to respond to

emergency calls.
Rope rescue at the football
stadium or the water tower, dive
rescue at the Portage Quarry,
old houses burning down for
structural collapse rescue missions—or setting a house on fire
to learn arson techniques are
just some of skills the fire school
instructors hope to achieve.
Bringing instructors in from
all over to make sure that the
most current tactics are taught,

Betts hopes that the huge
range of experiences will help
students.
"It is very beneficial for the
students to work with people
from other departments and
gain experience from each
other," she said.
As the initial certification
for a volunteer firefighter is the
36-hour course, to become a
professional the course is 240
hours and is usually done at the

Fire Academy in Reynoldsburg,
Ohio. To be hired as a firefighter, a person must take the civil
service exam when it is offered
through a city and go through
an interview process.
"I think it is so important that
we continue to do this kind of
work, and I am very proud of the
school," Betts said. "The instructors teach here because they
believe in disseminating this
information to each other."

Dream fulfilled
time here and it happened."
She went on to the guide the
bear Slovenia fbi the bronze falcons to four more titles, while
medal, van lie Walle said. "I capturing 389 victories - more
than any coach in conference
saw a championship team on
the floor. We had improved thai history.
Though Van De Walle said she
much in such a shnrl period of
lime and il was a moment I will hasn't been motivated by the
success.
Cherish forever.
"I am a Christian,
Van De Walle's trail
who happens to
inward becoming the
"It's
coach volleyball
first woman to coach a
awesome here at Bowling
voDeyball team at the
Green that loves
I'aralympics began
when an
my job, my players
hack in South Bend,
individual and (he people that
I IKI.. where she started
work with," she
playing the game in
has a job Isaid.
My Christian
sixth grade.
She
eventually doing what faith is the most
important thing
went on to Ball State
they love
to me, because
University, walking-ori
and
that's
that's what gets me
to the volleyball team
22 years of
as a freshman.
how ifeel through
the ups and downs
Upon graduating
about
my
of coaching volleyfrom BSD. Van De
Walle served as high
jobatBG." ball."
Van De Walle
school head coach
before returning to her DENISE VAN DE WALLE said she wants to
remain the head
alma mater as an assisHEAD VOLLEYBALL
coach at BGSU
tantcoach in 1982.
COACH BGSU
until she plans to
I went hack to Ball
retire.
State thinking I would
"The chance to come in and
get the job in '82, because the
coached 1 played for was going work with the players everyday
to retire." she said. "So I applied is the most fulfilling part about
for the job and I didn't get it, coaching volleyball and the fact
because tl»'\ said they weren't thai I get to build relationships
prepared to hire me full-time. with the players," Van De Walle
So I was with nothing and that's added. "I really do enjoy workwhen Bowling Green called me ing wilh people and that's part
of the reason why the Athens
uii and recruited me to BG."
In 19(19, six years into her stint experience was so rewarding to
as head coach at BGSU, Ball State me, because il was my first time
working with disabled athletes
came calling.
"1 was offered the job and I ... It was a dream fulfilled."
Senior Melissa Mohr said Van
chose to stay here at BG. because
I had six seniors returning to the lie Walle's accomplishments
team in 19H9,"VanDeWallesaid. show how dedicated she is.
She has a lot of knowledge
"I was so sure in the fall of'89 that
we were going to snap Western about the game and a lot of
Michigan's 98-consecutive MAC respeel from the coaches and
(Mid-American Conference I players," she said. "She's had a
win streak and I turned it down huge impact on all of us and she
for the opportunity to win the has a winning tradilion here ai
MAC Championship for the first BG."
ATHENS. FROM PAGE 1
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CELEBRATION: Van De Walle and the sitting team reacts after winning
the bronze medal over Netherlands.

Will Clark BGNen

ZONING LAWS DEBATED: Alex Wright took the floor at last nights open forum defending students effected by zoning law.

Zoning problems discussed last night
RESIDENTS, FROM PAGE 1

attended an open forum to present their views on the matter.
ITiis was a difference from the
City Council meeting on Monday,
which mainly USG members
attended.
Many permanent residents
argued thai violation of the zoning laws leads to crowded houses.
They argue that this leads to out
of control parties where sludens
litter, are noisy and often urinate
in public. Many of them were in
favor of the zoning laws.
"()n a weekly basis we are cleaning up the streets, beer cans and

beer bottles." said prominent resident Connie Strange. "A neighbor
of one house down is constantly
trashed with just what ever from
parties from the weekend, two
weeks later 1 ask lhem to clean il
up and they gel angry. We get no
respect from the seven houses
suroundingus."
Alex Wrighl agreed thai some
students can be a nuisence, but
that some students are upstanding citizens.
"Students volunteer in your
community, our students are
leaching your students in your
schools, we raise $275,000 every
year for Children's Maricle

Network in your corner of
Northwest Ohio, and to say we
are a nuisence, to say that we are
a bother I think disrespects us,"
said Alex Wrighl.
A few brave perminent residents also stood up for the behalf
of students. They shared their
posilive experiences wilh their
student neighbors.
While both groups agreed that
a problem exists wilh siudenl
housing both on and off campus they had different ideas of a
solulion. They both agreed that
landlords should be held more
responsible and should not allow
or encourage students to break

zoning laws,
"Everyone of these houses I
went lo (on my street), students
openly told me how many students live there, none of them
were in compliance, four to eight
people living there," said Strange,
"They gave me their landlords
names, which tells me that they
aren't thinking that this is a problem, but yet I asked do you know
what the law is on this and do you
know they all told me thai their
landlords knew."
While no decisions were made
of how the problem will be handeled. both sides had a chance to
hear the others view.

Black Sea explored by geologists
FLOOD, FROM PAGE 1

planks are coated with a substance believed lo be wax. an
indication the merchants were
transporting honey, said Cheryl
Ward, a maritime archaeologisl
ai Florida State University who
led the study of Shipwreck D and
three olhcr ship ruins nearby.
Hercules brought up six
amphoras — slender, carrotshaped shipping jars — from
which the sediment will be analyzed for traces of pollen thai
would solidify die honey theory.
Ward thinks the ship could
have been pan of a transport fleet
for a family-owned grocery store.
"These were like the 18-wheelers that hauled our food from
production to market," Ward, 43,
explained by telephone from an
archaeological dig in Turkey.
She thinks the boat was one
of hundreds plying the Black Sea
in the 5th and 6th centuries in a
frenetic outburst of commercial
activity, as Rome ordered more

taxes to be collected from its eastem province. The edict spawned
a boom in local production and
trading among communities
across the Mediterranean and
north to the Crimea.
"It was a very, very dynamic
time," Ward said. "It's like the
early '90s Silicon Valley takeoff
(when) everyone had a lot of
great ideas."
"Il proves we're part of a longtime continuum of humanity,"
she added.
Ballard, 62, hoped he'd draw a
more definitive line lo the Noah
flood theory that the trip's main
sponsor, National Geographic,
had highlighted to spur public
interest in the expedition.
Scholars agree the Black Sea
flooded when rising world sea
levels caused the Mediterranean
to burst over land and fill the
then-freshwater lake. The flood
was so monstrous it raised water
levels by 509 feet and submerged
up to 58,000 square miles of land,
an area roughly the size of the

"We didn't find a fanner or his
state of Georgia.
But scholars are divided on tools," Ballard said.
Still, scientists are puzzled
when the flood occurred and
how rapidly. Most believed it why a ruin, then located on a
took place about 9,000 years ago ■Ill-foot rise and at the mouth of
and was gradual. Bui Columbia a river, would be anything but an
University marine geologists ancient, well-situated borne.
They don't understand how
Waller Pitman and William
the debris floated in
Ryan wrote in 1997
and settled around
lhal the flood was
"
It
proves
. the site, especially
sudden and took
place about 7,150 We re part Of considering there's no
years ago.
a Ions time 0,ber similar pile of
underwater matter for
The scientists'
continuum miles around.
conclusions reinBallard
ponvigorated the Noah
of
ders this in his office
flood debate.
humanity" at the Institute for
Hiebert had
Exploration in Mystic
hoped wood pieces
Conn., a 4-foot-long
from the suspected
CHERYL WARD,
homestead would
amphora from the 1st
ARCHE0L0GIST
century B.C. encased
prove it was buill
under the glass table
before the flood,
which would help
where he sits
"We found the (ancient)
dale me event once and for all.
But some of the retrieved pieces shore. And we did find a hill.
dated to after the flood, meaning And we found a thing on top of
no one can say exactly when the the hill. Did we jusl not pick up
the right thing?"
seldemenl had been buill.
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SCHOOL DUMPS POLITICAL GUEST SPEAKER

CAMPUS

Florida Gulf Coast University has canceled a scheduled
guest appearance by environmental author Terry
Tempest Williams, citing the possibility of an antiGeorge-Bush rant by the author, reported the Chronicle
of Higher Education. Williams has returned her speakers'
fee and requests it be used to fund a free-speech forum.

get a life
^^W
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8 a.m. -5 p.m.
Homecoming Event Ticket
Sales Sponsored by UAO
Union Ijobby

11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
Sociology Information
Table Sponsored by
Sociology Department
Union Lobby

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
Stepshow Information
Table Sponsored by Phi
Beta Sigma
Union Lobby

12 p.m.-3 p.m.
Sangria Y Pan Sponsored
by Latino Student Union
Union Lobby

10 a.m. -4 p.m.
College Republicans
Information Table
Union Lobby

8 a-m. - 6 p.m.
Three Weeks on Malta
Works From Large Format
Digital Imaging
Union Galleries

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
letter-Day Saints
Information Table
Union Lobby

7 p.m. - 9 p.m.
LSU Electoral Candidate
Sponsored by Latino
Student Union
Union Multipurpose Room

11 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Dance Marathon T-Shirt
Sales Sponsored by Dance
Marathon
Union Lobby

8 p.m.
Space Dreams - Our Quest
to Explore the Universe
Multi-media show in the
Planetarium, $1 donation suggested, lasts
approximately 1 hour.
Planetarium Show is
followed by stargizing in
the Observatory if weather
permits.
1 12 Physical Sciences Lab
Bltlg. '

11a.m. -6p.m.
Voting for 1 lomecoming
Royalty Sponsored by the
Homecoming Committee
Union Lobby
11 a-m. - 7 p.m.
The Obsidian Information
Table Sponsored by The
Obsidian
Union Lobby
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Walk'hopes to shed
light on mental health

By Joshua Comer
REPORTER

The Connection Center will be
hosting a "Walk for Awareness"
today to raise community
knowledge of mental health
issues that impact Bowling
Green and the surrounding
area.
Shelley Loesser, coordinator
of the Connection Center, a psychosocial rehabilitation clubhouse program of Behavioral
Connections of Wood County,
says she is looking forward to a
successful event
Another city last year sponsored a similar event and had
30 people," l.oesser said. "We're
shooting for 50."
Participants can gather at
the center tomorrow morning. From 11 a.m. until 2 p.m.
walkers will be erven a badee

FINE FALL DAT

the downtown area. When they
complete the course, attendees
can exchange their badges for
complimentary pizza.
The center has been in operation since 1999.
This month marks both the
first Walk for Awareness and the
fifth anniversary of the clubhouse's service to the area.
"Our members operate at the
clubhouse with some staff facilitation as a way of increasing
their integration in the community," Loesser said.
The program helps 27 people
per day on average.
"1 prefer being able to work
alongside members rather than
seeing clients in an office,"
Loessersaid.
"It's so much more enriching
for everyone, members as well
as staff."

Steven Garner BG News

OUTDOOR DISCUSSION: Cory "Morey" Noyer, a VCT sophomore
chats with Abby McCrate, an SLA Senior.

Authors aim to cGet Stupid White Men Out of Office'
Students who remain on campus
for fall break can kick off their
extended weekend tonight at
the Bowen-Thompson Student
Union by going to hear two of the
12 co-authors for "How to Get
Stupid White Men Out of Office."
As part of an 80-plus city swingstate tour, Andrienne Maree
Brown and Billy Wimsatt have
spoken in an array of different
venues across the country
"We've done a lot of college
campuses." Brown said, "but
two-thirds of (he young folks
we're trying to reach aren't in
school, so we've also done church

basements, coffee shops, bmriches and dinners and hip-hop
concerts."
"How to Get..." documents
20 tales of success over the past
five years from young people
who have either swung or won
an election. Stories range from
victories in city council to the
U.S. Senate, in South Korea and
through the Internet.
24-year-old African -American
Alisha Thomas won a state legislative seat in suburban Cobb
County Georgia, the heart of a
conservative southern state.
University of Michigan students leveraged a student government election, catapulting

themselves into the media spotlight and shifting the national
debate about Affirmative Action.
Young Native Americans
in South Dakota swung a U.S.
Senate seat by 528 votes in 2002.
As program director of the
League of Young Voters, 25-yearold Andrienne Maree Brown
runs a national training program
focusing on electoral basics, electoral reform, issue-based organizing and campus organizing.
She studied political science,
African-American studies and
vocal performance at Columbia
University.
Billy Wimsatt, 31. is currently
serving as director of the League

of Young Voters, a national nonprofit organization that teaches
young people to organize voters.
I le is also a director of the lx>ague
of Independent Voters, an advocacy group that has organized
progressive voter guides and
voter blocs nationwide.
Brawn and Wimsatt are touring
as part of the League of PissedOffVoters, to both promote "1 low
in Get.." and generate voter
enthusiasm as the Nov. 2 election
draws near.
The event is being sponsored by I .iiiiii) Student Union
and ReachOut, and will he held
tonight from 7:00 to 9:00 p.m. in
the Union multipurpose room.
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DREAMTHEATER

Kick-Off

Wednesday,
oct. 13
Union Oval
Bowen-Thompson
Student Union
11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

All new 2004 concert!
2 DVD's packed with amazing live
performances, solos, interviews,
documentary footage, and more.
Also available as a 3-CD set.
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
MON - THURS 9AM TO 10PM
FRI & SAT 9AM TO MIDNIGHT
SUNDAY 11AM TO 7PM

Music
FREE food
Meet the Homecoming Court
Shopping Cart Float Contest
Support the fall athletic teams
Earn spirit points
Roaming entertainers
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WE BUY AND SELL USED CD'S AND DVD'S
"FIND IT AT FINDERS"
MOVIE DVDS • MUSIC DVD'S NEW RELEASES
DEEP CATALOGUE • IMPORTS • POP ROCK • R&B • RAP
JAZZ • BLUES • FOLK -BLUEGRASS • COUNTRY • COMEDY
CHRISTIAN • CHILDRENS • SOUNDTRACKS • RARE TITLES
BOXSETS • REGGAE • NEW AGE • CLASSICAL AND MORE.
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School must exploit opportunity
With good press from the
[bledo-area media, alternative
energy programs in Bowling
(ireen are flying high. Now the
University needs to keep the the
energy flowing — figuratively
and literally. The new programs
need to be integrated into the
University's teaching program
Ofl all levels.
Solar panels on the Ice Arena
and at city schools and two more
newly constructed windmills
are a great initial push for the
community.

These new installations are the
resultsof great city and university
policies encouraging sustainable
electricity generation methods.
1 lowever, the community can go
far beyond policies in the area
of sustainability, this is, after all.
a school before it is a bureaucracy.
BGSU needs to use this new
infrastructurcas what it is; a great
teaching opportunity in many
disciplines, including technology.
The University of Toledo has
received over $6 million in grants
for solar research over the last

three years, according to the
Sept. 30 edition of the Toledo
City Paper. The Paper article also
notes that one of the largest solar
technology producers in the
world — First Solar LLC — has
its biggest facility in Pcrrysburg
Township, just a few minutes
north of Bowling Green.
What is BGSU doing to follow
UT's example?
The answer is hardly impressive. While BGSU has popular
majors in environmental science
and environmental policy, its

Towing cars can be a power trip
JED
HERRINGTON
Incoherent Ranting
Tow companies are a useful
necessity when cleaning
lip the aftermath of automobile accidents or when giving broken down vehicles a lift.
I lowever, many instances that
call for their intervention show
that they are nothing more than
legalized car thieves.
One of my classmates entered
East Hall yesterday afternoon,
frazzled by a previous event of
the day. She began to relay a
story of being towed by one of
the local wrecking companies
from a spot that she used for a
very short amount of time.
The location that she left her
car at was marked with a warning sign from the tow company;
a clear indication that she was
committing an infraction in a
designated lot. The towing itself
wasn't the source of frustration.
The problem occurred when
she attempted to retrieve her
car with the $60 maximum fee
expressed by the sign above
where she parked.
The worker for the towing
company told her the advertised maximum figure was only
imposed when drivers "caught"
employees of the company in
the removal process of the vehicle. He told her she needed to
supply $97 cash to leave with her
car. Storage had not yet occurred.
I had a similar experience
two years ago in Chicago, when
I parked across the street from
my cousin's apartment complex. You need a pass to park in
their garage, and even though 1
parked my car in a loading zone
across the street from the main
entrance lit was the only space
for at least five blocks), it was
commonplace at that particular
complex for someone to flip

to access a space close to their
on the hazard lights, nin in the
home or business need to
building, acquire a pass and
remember that they might be
take the car in. As soon as I comtowed sometime in the future.
pleted that process (which took
Employees of the towing compaabout six minutes), I remrned to
nies who take their jobs too serithe location to find my car gone.
ously need to step back and ask
Obviously, the city had trucks
themselves why they continue
swarming the streets with orders
to inhale oxygen to sustain their
to snatch up cars before drivers
lives, if it is to be spent spiting
would notice.
others with resent for their own
My car was imprisoned by
stagnation.
the city in an underground hell
The same sentiment applies
off of VVacker Drive. Tow trucks
to overzealous traffic workers.
were flying in an out of the place,
Does the parking ticket guy highbringing new automobiles every
five the towing guy at the end of
minute. Hundreds of vehicles
the day while talking about their
were lined in rows across a large
jobs? "Man, I'm sure glad the
lot. A Japanese couple was HyUniversity got all of
ing to retrieve their
sedan, but was
"Who produces Jj^P^J^"
treated rudely for
these tOW rates about five separate
their broken English.
times where I sat by
1 had to pay $167 for
that many
the meter waiting for
the two hours my
people cannot it to expire. Nobody's
Subaru was held.
gonna get away with
Who produces
afford?"
sitting in a spot for 10
these rates that
freeloadin' minutes
many people cannot
on my watch!"
afford? Does it really matter in
Yeah, somebody's got to do
the grand scheme of society if
it and there are plenty of goodyou run in a building and leave
hearted workers bringing in
your car in a vacant spot for a
the fines, but their willingness
couple of minutes? As long as
to partake in such annoying
nobody is being blocked from
employment straddles comurgent business, why do cars get
parison to telemarketers, but
whisked away so quickly without
exceeds their consequences by
common courtesy of waiting at
further supplying validity to an
least fifteen minutes?
industry that causes more harm
What about bank or governthan good.
ment parking lots at night?
We need the towing compaThe spots are empty, but when
nies to transport wrecked and
residents and visitors flock to
damaged vehicles so that roads
downtown Bowling Green on an
and highways are clear and
extremely busy night, they have
accessible. What we don't need
to spend a good chunk of their
is ridiculous charges l! at don't
night driving around and/or
match the amount of work done
walking five blocks to the downand a the fear that, whenever the
town area from a side street.
City, University or towing comMany parking lots west of Main
pany itself is in need of funds,
Street are vacant and no one
they are driving around scopneeds to use them at midnight,
ing the streets for a potential
but you will still get towed for
transportation device to hold for
parking there.
ransom.
Citizens who report these
E-mail led with comments
parking infractions out of anger
atjaherri@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
stemming from not being able

Much to learn from 7-year-old
JESSICA
H0NIGF0RD
Guest Columnist
On Tuesday I had the
opportunity to go to
Case Western University
in Cleveland where the vice
presidential debate was held.
Since 1 couldn't actually get
into the debate, I stood outside
behind the MSNBC Hardball set
instead for 3 hours in the freezing cold. I held my Bush/Cheney

sign proudly in the front row as
others around me proudly held
their Kerry/Edwards signs and
other signs of that nature.
I had the opportunity talk to
and get autographs from some
of the commentators from
MSNBC, but it isn't that experience that stands out in my mind
as one of the most memorable
moments of the trip. The person
that I met that excited me the
most was Candace.
She was a 7-year-old girl that
came up to a little past my waist.
Her mother had decided to let
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Candace see politics in action
and brought her down to the
University to see all the action
surrounding the debate.
I was standing in the front
row against the fence and the
mother and daughter were a
couple of rows behind me. I, and
the others around me, allowed
this bluish green-eyed little girl
to stand with us along the fence
so that she could see. We didn't
know whether or not her mother

curriculum shows little technological interest in the impressive
local energy scene.
The windmills in town are the
largest east oftheMississippi river.
The solar facility north of town is
one of the largest in the worid.
The University shows little sign
of caring about this, much less
exploiting it; PR materials for the
environmental science major —
the closest thing to an alternative
energy specialization at BGSU —
make virtually no mention of the
area's exclusive technology. This

focused and exclusive research.
There is a hiring freeze partially
active right now. Once it is lifted,
the University should make it a
high priority to create, fund and
advertise an Energy Technology
major or concentration. This is
one area in which BGSU has the
potential to leapfrog dozens of
other large research institutions,
lust as importantly, it will bring
the student body one step closer
to the opportunity for a fullyrounded education — one which
includes technology.

pgnpLg Joking about dead
0NTHE STREET
What are you doing
for fall break?

Tiw
going
dirt
biking."

ERIK LIVAS
SOPHOMORE, KINESI0L0GY

"I'm going
to Cleveland
with my
friends
and
partying."

JENNIFER HASTINGS
SOPHOMORE,
SOCIAL WORK

-I'm
going to
Cincy,
then
home
to Sylvania."
JON GETZ
SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED

"I'm
just
going
home."

ASHLEY MITCHELL
SOPHOMORE, UNDECIDED
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is mostly because the University
has not aggressively funded environmentally technology education. This means that BGSU
loses potential students, reputation and research money to UT
and Owens College, which are
agressively pursuing scientific
research in the area.
While BGSU students in programs like Geojourney and
Vision & Values study at site-specific "hub'' institutions around
the country, BGSU could be gaining reputation as a similar hub of

babies lacks taste
Q: "What's funnier than 10
dead babies nailed to a
tree?"
A; "One dead baby
nailed to 10 trees."
For some of you, this brings a
smile to your face, and to others
you must be just disgusted that
1 put that joke into print. Ah, the
controversy of dead baby jokes.
Personally, 1 had never heard
of "dead baby" jokes until
recently, and my first thought
was "take notes, dear, this is an
opinion article if ever I saw one!"
I was, and still am in some
ways, downright confused about
how these jokes are funny. After
all, there is nothing more sacred
and wonderful than a beautiful little baby, and hopefully no
one would laugh if they found a
mutilated baby nailed to a tree.
(My God, hopefully!!
Yet, when a dead baby joke is
told, many people laugh, chuckle lightly or at least half-smile.
But. why? Why do people find
it funny when it's so obviously
perverted?
In a search for the answer, I
went to Yahoo, and "dead baby
jokes" had 812,000 Web pages
in the results. Oh great! One of
them must have a reason why
people laugh at dead baby jokes,
which in itself is a horrific, horrific image.
The first 20 sites 1 entered were
full of jokes, but not one with
an explanation except, "I never
claimed to have a healthy sense
of humor, and this is as obscene
as you get"
Finally, after much searching
and scrapping through sickening
joke after sickening joke, I found
an explanation. An article by Dr.
Ben larvis, "Toward an Advanced
Theory of Comedy," explained it
in this way:
"There are three iron laws of
comedy: 1. Nothing is sacred. 2.
Repetition, repetition, repetition.
3. You can never take a joke too
far... Everything can be made
into a joke, the more upsetting
and disturbing the funnier."
Therefore, according to this
theory, true comedy holds nothing sacred, even dead babies.
This would include war injuries,
the Holocaust, racial issues, slavery, death, pain, abortion and
anything else.
So, people find these jokes
funny because they're obscene.
When people leave the room
in tears, this means comedic
victory.
Needless to say, the person
crying doesn't find it funny. This
person must have held a baby
before. They must have kissed
his/her nose, made he/she

^\ \ JESSICA
1

FAUSNAUGH
Opinion Columnist

squeal with laughter and seen
one toddle towards them with
arms open wide.
I can't see any parents, child
care workers, aunts, uncles, or
older brothers and sisters finding these jokes funny, because
they have faces to unconsciously
put onto the subject of the jokes.
1 know, because my own reaction had been to picture my
nephews nailed to a tree, which
left me outraged and curied into
a fetal position with tears falling
down my face.
If my reaction makes me seem
like an uptight finger-pointer
whose only joy in life is sucking
the fun out of other people's, I'm
fine with that. I know how much
I love to have fun, how much 1
laugh every day, and I don't need
anyone's confirmation or negation of my sense of humor.
However, I can't help but find
these jokes dangerous.
A baby is a pure, wonderful
thing, and anything that contaminates it and rums it into an
object of mockery is a form of
disrespect.
Regardless of any man-made
comedic rules, there are many
things on this earth that are
sacred, and I choose to hold
them as such
I'm afraid Uiat vulgar, crude
comedy will desensitize us to the
right and wrong of the world we
live in.
What do we see when the
news shows pictures of dead
bodies, dead children, yes, even
dead babies in Iraq?
I see a shocking, horrific situation, and a multitude of souls
lost. A comedian sees material.
Q: "What's red, brown and
bubbly?"
A: "A dead baby in the microwave."
What do you feel when you
read this? If your feelings include
anything outside of revulsion
and disgust, then you've just
proved my point.
Am I just a bleeding heart?
Yes, because that's the
decent thing to be.
We are in danger of losing
our ability to bleed, to feel, to
experience.
Punch-lines should not have
that kind of power over us.

E-mail]essica with comments
at jfausna@bgnet. bgsu.edu.
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The world needs
a lot of laughter
SARAH
PAVEIi
Guest Columnist

Would you do stand up
comedy at my funeral
if 1 laughed to death?
I sure hope someone is up for
the challenge. I am holding
auditions tomorrow at 2 p.m.
Being funny is not an art or a
science but something within
each of us. Whether a scratch
on the surface or deep inside
itching to escape, funny wants
to come out.
Funny comes in many forms,
and can reach people on many
levels, so I ask thus question:
since when does everyone
have to be so serious?
With the presidential election less than a month away,
I have noticed an increase
in tension among many
I luivcrsity students. All I see
are people bashing each other
in the papers, arguments
on street comers, and just a
ridiculous amount of hatred
swarming the Bowling
Green campus.
What the world needs now,
.is not love sweet love, but
laughter, an occasional joke
here and there, and above all
else... a sense of a humor.
Yes, this upcoming election
is important, possibly the most
important election to date, but
must everyone put on their
Ebenezer Scrooge face? Come
on now, we were bom with
personalities and a sense of
humor, I hope. People need to
stop hating and start laughing.
1 mean what happened to
the comedy, or the positive
outlook on things? Conan, lay,
help me out, is there any hope
out there for these BG kids?
Well, if you can't be funny
because some alignment in the
Earth is off, here are some useful suggestions.
Check out politicalhumor.
about.com for a good political
laugh. Comedy Central usually
has quality silly stuff on. (24
hours a day maybe). My advice
is to go and support your local
stand-up comedians at Easy
Street Gate on Tuesday nights.

Three bucks with a college I.D.
can get you in at 9 p.m for a
few hours of quality laughs and
a bust-a-gut good time. Just try
not to take things so serious.
Be funny in situations that
make you feel uncomfortable,
it puts you and everyone else
at ease.
Tell corny jokes — people
love corny jokes. Well maybe I
am the only one, but jokes are
always a good way to make
people laugh and break the ice.
Life is too short to be negative and serious all the time
so, "Enjoy the humor of the
situation," sings 90s alternative
band The Barenaked Ladies,
because humor is the only
thing that will get you through
the hard times.
I suggest starting now; it
keeps you young and could
take fifty years off your life.
(Results not typical.)
Laughter can be a cure for
depression, cancer and I was
even told, bad breath. Well
maybe not cancer, but laughter
is contagious and needs to be
spread. I would rather catch
laughter than this dang cold
that's going around.
So go tap your funny bone or
someone else's and start laughing. Laugh till your gut hurts,
milk is spraying out of your
nose and you can't breathe
because you're on the floor in
the shape of a tater tot
Take a good look at the somber situations in life; are they
really that serious and must we
fret over such trivial things?
I dare you to laugh yourself
all the way to the polls this
November, and vote for which
candidate you think has the
funniest face. 1 am just kidding
obviously, but try to make light
of situations if you can — it is
much more fun that way.
Enjoy life, live it up, and
laugh it up. If you can look on
the lighter side of things, laugh
and joke around about stuff,
than you have a 99 percent
chance of living an inspiringly
sweet substantial life. The 1
percent is for all you Toledo
fans. Go Falcons!

Who wants to send us some letters?

thenews@bgnews.com

WITH LOVE COMES QUESTIONS.
THE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULDN'T BE
ONE OF THEM.

■I
HE RIGHT DIAMOND SHOULD COME WITH ANSWERS.
NOT QUESTIONS. UKE YES IT'S BEAUTIFUL AND YES IT'S
PERFECT. AND YES ITS APPRAISED. CERTIFIED. AND
LASER INSCRIBED. YES. IT'S INSURED. YES IT INCLUDES
A LIFETIME UPGRADE. AND FINALLY. YES. IT'S A
KRAIKO • THE ONLY DIAMOND THAT CAN SAY
YES TO ALL THE ABOVE.

R. Howards Fine Jewelers
139 S. Main Street
Bowling Green, OH 43402
Next to Panera Bread

419-354-3554
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Man's best friend
With cameras from the "Cops"
TV show rolling, an Evansville,
lnd., police dog chasing a gunman in a retirement home
suddenly leaped on innocent
bystander John Terry and bit his
right ann before he was pulled
off (August). And a 10-year-old
Komodo dragon in heat accidentally plunged to her death
off a wall in the London Zoo trying to get to her mate (August).
(Indianapolis Star-AR 9-2-04]
(Reuters, 8-23-041

Crime-Fighting
Falcon in Iraq
Searching for ways to convey
law enforcement professionalism to the Iraqi police, Marine
MP Company C in Camp Al
Asad, Iraq, developed a costumed mascot," Farid the CrimeFighting Falcon" (patterned
after the famous "take a bite
out of crime" dog, McGruff, but
using an animal they believe the
CANDACE, FROM PAGE 4
was Republican or Democrat, it
really didn't matter even though
we were mostly Republicans
standing there. As the filming
of "Hardball" continued little
Candace began to ask questions.
She looked at me and asked,
"Why are people chanting four
more years?" I told her it was
because some of the people
in the crowd thought that the
president should be in office for
four more years.
Hearing this she decided
to hold up four fingers as the
crowd chanted. After a couple
minutes she asked, "Why are
some people holding up three
fingers?" I told her that it was
a "W" and it stood for the "W"
in George W. Bush. She then
decided to alternate holding up
three and then four fingers.
After doing this for a few minutes she looked at me and said,
"I wish the president could be in
office for 5 more years." When I
asked her why she thought that
she answered, "Because it's a
lot easier to hold up five fingers
than three or four.'' This is the
smartest and most logical state-

Iraqis better respect). Cpl. Justin
Weber has the easy job, putting
on the falcon suit; his comrades
have the more difficult task of
explaining to their classes just
how Farid fits into effective law
enforcement. IMarine Corps
News, 8-28-041
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Boat passengers are
not Matthews fans
in August, a sightseeing boat
taking some society-type guests
of the Chicago Architecture
Foundation down the Chicago
River crossed under the Kinzie
Street bridge just as a bus passed
over and apparently released its

sewage container through the
bridges grating, dlrectrj onto
the boat's passengers. Police
subsequently charged a driver
for a bus belonging to the Dave
Matthews Band. [Chicago Sun-

rimes, H-9-04]

Check out more weird news at
www.newsoftheweird.com

Lazy man puts portajohn in living room
Police in Niles, Ohio, were
called to the house of a 50-yearold man in July, having received
complaints that the home
might be one of those increasingly common ones that the
resident loses control of, littered
with garbage and vermin and
reeking of urine and feces. The
/oiling inspector did declare
the home unfit for human
habitation, but gave the resident credit for trying to improve
things: The man had gone to
the trouble of installing a portajohn in the middle of his living room. [Tribune Chronicle
(Warren, Ohio), 7-30-021
ment t naa neara in tne tnree
hours that I had stood along
that fence.
Where I was most of the
people were respectful of others and their different opinions.
When we were asked by the
director to cheer or to be quiet
we followed the directions to
the best of our ability.
Members of the crowd to my
right, which consisted of both
Democrats and Republicans,
were shouting during the filming, were pushing each other to
make it to the front row. were
ripping and tearing each others'
signs, even throwing a sign over
the fence, all the while hitting
the people in front of them with
their own signs.
Candace looked at me and
asked, "It's not a good place for
kids over there is it? Are they
the people against the wpresident?"
Unfortunately, I had to tell
her that the people that were
being disrespectful consisted
of members from both ideologies. Candace told me that
she thought it would be easier
for people to get along if they
would stop shouting and push-

&/rZJ Predicament
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by Mattel White
ing eacti outer, i u teu you what,
she's smarter than most of the
people that were in the crowd
on Tuesday.
As volunteers from the
MSNBC organi/ation passed
out t-shirts, everyone standing near me was trying to get
a shirt for this little girl. When
our attempts failed. a man who
had been a loudmouth with a
little bit of an edge throughout
the evening handed Candace
his shirt.
Being the typical 7-year-old,
she said "cooi" and handed the
shirt to her mother. When the
volunteers came back around
with more baseball hats and
more t-shirts Candace tried
frantically to get one.
We held her down so she
wouldn't topple over the fence
and told her that she already
had a shin. "No." she said, "it's
for him. He gave me his and
now I'm going to get him one so
he has one too.
She screamed for the volunteers' attention, but did not succeed in getting the man a souvenir. He told her it's ok, that he
didn't need one. As llie debate
started and die crowd dispersed

&#■

martelw6,1bgnet.bgsu.edu
to watcn it on Dig screen i \ \ m
heated rooms, (landaces mother asked Candace ii she had
made new friends and learned
a lot. As Candace nodded this
loudmouth Clevelander interrupted and said, "We probably
learned a lot more from her
than she did from us."
Candace, who didn't know
who was debating or what the
party platforms thai were being
discussed, knew more about
politics than most of the adult
crowd. She realized that it lakes
respect to gel your message
across effectively.
If we would all take the advice
of that sweet 7-year-old girl
and slop shouting and pushing.
there wouldn't be so much animosity between parties. II we
stand and hold our signs that
display what we believe w iiln mt
having to rip other people down,
our message is a lot clearer. II
we are tolerant of others thc\
will, or should, be tolerant of us
I hope we can all get along
and respect the opinions of others even when we don'i agree
with them, and I'm address
ingboth Republicans and
Democrats.

BG SPORTS
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BRIEFING
Falcons' basketball
players named preseason All-MAC
Bowling Green women's has
keiball player Ali Mann was
named to the preseason AllMAC team a year alter winning
MAC freshman of the year.
On the other side of the
court, men's basketball plnyoi
lohn lieimold was named to
the MAI West preseason Brsi
team.
Last season, ReimoM averaged 15.1 points per game
while leading the team with 4.8
rebound per contest
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Falcons look for MAC
By Elliott Schreiner
SPORTS EDITOR

BenSwangtr BGNews

PERFECT FORM: Andrea Meister
gets ready to deliver a serve.

Tennis
sweeps
Wayne St
Matt Hawkins
SPORTS REPORTER

The BG women's tennis team
continued their fiery play against
Wayne State yesterday with a 7-0
blowout in the first dual-match
of the season.
After consecutive weekends
of nonstop tournament action,
the Falcons failed to show any
signs of fatigue, dominating the
Warriors in every way imaginable. Falcon head coach Penny
Dean said since it was the team's
first dual-match, there was some
pressure but everybody was able
to stay relaxed.
"We had to be mentally tough,
and everybody did that," Dean
said. "It's more exciting because
they're playing for the team now
and not just themselves. We saw
a good camaraderie and they rallied around each other."
Last season, the Falcons also
defeated Wayne State without
much of a problem, but the
Warriors have improved—to
some degree.
Dean said even though it was
a lopsided performance on the
score sheet, Wayne State was a lot
tougher than before.
"We beat them easily last year,
but they gave us more of a challenge this time," Dean said. "They
gave us some tough matches and
a lot of good, long points."
The toughest match of the day
for the Falcons came at the number one singles flight where Susie
Schoenberger defeated Wayne
State's Natalya Natyshak. 7-5,6-4.
"This girl (Natyshak) was
good," Dean said. "There's never
a breather match at number
one."
But Wayne State was not able
to overcome the explosive depth
that the Falcons posses.
In doubles, the Falcon team of
Laura Kokinda and Frica Wolfe
powered past Olga Petrovic and
Stephanie Vantuyl, 8-2, while the
duo of Andrea Voile and Ashley
lakupcin rolled past Dee Mays
and laclyn lohnston, 8-4. The
Falcon team of Andrea Meister
and Jenna Nussbaum snuck by
Natyshak and Amanda Pressotto
with a 9-7 score.
Singles competition went even
better for the Falcons, as lakupcin
continued her dominant play
with another impressive performance against lloleema Syed,
winning 6-0,6-1.
With their next match over a
month away, the Falcons have
plenty of time to get even better.
Dean said she will focus on more
individual work and conditioning in preparation for their next
tournament.
"I'm looking forward to the
change," Dean said. "We have
some time to work individually,
but the difficult task will be keeping up the motivation."
Next up for the Falcons is
the Penn State Tournament,
November 12-13 in State
College, Pa.

With a game against Howling
Green (2-2, 0-1) appearing on
the horizon for the Central
Mulligan (2-2, 1-0) football
team, the Chippewas appear to
be ready. Sort of.
"We're excited about playing
Bowling Green," CMTJ head
coach Brian Kelly said. "If
Bowling (Ircen doesn't plaj well,
we'll have a chance to win."
And even with the Chippewas
looking at the game as an automatic loss, the Falcons know
they cannot look past them.
Their defense lias been stellar
in their last two games, ci using
past Southeast Missouri State
and holding Kent State quarterback to just 223 total yards and
a touchdown.
Their defense in the Kent
game was good enough to
make them the number one
team statistically on defense in
the Mid-American Conference.
"They've got two guys, Daniel
Ba/iiin and lames King, who
are good special teams and
defensive players," BG head
coach Gregg Brandon said.
"They knocked ('ribbs around
last week. They've been playing
hard and playing last.
Playing hard and fast is just
the beginning tor these two.
Basuin leads the team with two
sacks while King is fifth all-time
at CMU with 353 career tackles
while blocking 11 kicks in his
career.
"lames King is really good,"
BG wideout Cole Magnet said
"They moved him from safety to
linebacker in the offseason."
The move has left the CMU
secondary wide open for BG.

"They havcayouns secondary
and we're going to try to expose
it," Magner said.
And BG has the kind of receivers to exploit the secondary.
Magner leads the team in
receptions with 24 while gaining 198 yards and two touchdowns.
Fellow wideouts
Chuck Sharon (18 catches, 243
yards, four touchdowns) and
Steve Sanders (14, 238, 1) give
the falcons the deep threats
they need.
The trio really came together last weekend, combining
to grab 15 catches, 287 yards
and three touchdowns in a
70-16 win.
The game was BG's best
showing of the season.
"That was a huge step in the
right direction," BG quarterback Omar Jacobs said. "We just
had to get back to the basics,
complete balls, be sound."
lacobs was as sound as ever,
completing 21 of 26 passes for
376 yards and four touchdowns.
Fellow backfield mate P.I. Pope
also had a big game, rushing
for 103 yards and a touchdown
while pulling in another 60
yardsand a touchdown through
the air.
To say the least, the Falcons
couldn't have asked for more
to follow up a loss to Northern
Illinois.
"We played well," lacobs said.
"From blocking to catching, we
had no dropped balls and the
line opened up holes for P.l."
The game was the last nonconference contest for BCi and
puts them where they want to
be to accomplish their goals
this season, which would
ultimately put them in the

MAC title game.
"We're close to where we want
to be," Magner said. "We're taking the steps to be close and
we're definitely getting close."
The Falcons will get a chance

BtnSmntw BGNem
BRE AKWAY: BG's Cole Magner runs with the football against Temple
Saturday. The Falcons travel to Central Michigan this weekend.

Falcons look forward to
winning season on ice
Kevin Shields
SENIOR REPORTER

The Bowling Green hockey team
and third year head coach Scott
Paluch are coming off a year that
saw hope for the future. After
finishing the second half of the
season with the fourth best
league record and having a winning home record (7-6-5), the
team is excited about starting
the upcoming season.
"I'm very excited with all

the guys we have coming
back," senior tri-captain Alex
Rogosheske said. "Especially
with Siggy in goal and all the
senior leadership that we have,
Ryan Minnabarriet and Steve
Brudzewski coming back.. .very
excited about everybody. I think
we're a really tight team which is
different from a year ago or two
years ago and so it'll be fun to
get out there and actually stan
playing real games."

BenSwngir BGNews

BODY CHECKJon Sitko slams an opponent against the boards at a
hockey game last season at the BG Ice Arena.

Last season, the Falcons finished 11-18-9 overall and had
a Central Collegiate Hockey
Association record of 9-13-6.
The team finished ninth in the
final CCHA standings after finishing 11 the year before.
Their season was then ended
in two straight games at Ohio
State in the first round of the
CCHA tournament (3-2,5-2).
This season, the Falcons will
return 20 lettermen and welcome in nine newcomers from a
team that only lost five players.
Official team practices began
this past weekend.
The team opened their practice this season with a "Falcon
Challenge" where the team was
split into two teams and played
a series of four games.
During those four games,
coach Paluch has seen improvement in the overall speed and
offensive skill of his team. "The
first thing that jumps out is
the quickness to loose pucks,"
Paluch said "We really have a
deeper group in terms of overall
team quickness, up front and on
defense."
"We've seen a real good pace
to our early practices and we
have seen scoring chances and
we have seen goals," Paluch said.
"We've had a little more offensive
flare early on."
Returning for die Falcons up
front are forwards Brudzewski,
tri-captain
Minnabarriet,
Rogosheske, Bryan Dobek,
lames Linger, MarkVoakes, Ryan
Barnett, Rich Meloche", Mike
Falk, Brett Pilkington, Dana
Hanson and Brandon Piersol.
On defense they return Don
HOCKEY, PAGE 7
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to restart their conference season off on the right foot when
they travel to Mt. Pleasant this
Saturday. The game is slated
to start at 1 p.m. at Kelly/Shorts
Stadium.

Soccer
hopes to
continue
winning
By Danielle Tanner
SPORTS REPORTER

The BG women's soccer team
returns home this weekend
with hopes of establishing
a legitimate winning streak
after a pair of road wins last
weekend. The squad is 3-8-1
overall and 1 -3-1 in the MidAmerican Conference. They
will face MAC opponents
Miami (OH) on Friday and
Ball State on Sunday.
Head coach Andy Richards
said that last weekend's wins
were just what the squad
needed to boost their confidence after a long nine game
winless series.
Richards
expects the team to face quality conference competition
this weekend from Miami and
Ball State.
"They're both excellent programs who have performed
well in the conference, especially Miami. We respect diem
tremendously as programs.
They will both be very tough
games," he said.
Miami sits at third place in
the MAC with a 6-4-1 overall
record The Redhawks lost to
Ohio 1-0 and beat Marshall 32 last weekend, giving them a
4-1-1 conference record. They
will be sure to give the Falcons
a good fight, as they try to
move up in the conference
rankings.
Ball State is2-2-4 in the MAC
and 6-2-4 overall. Ball State
W. SOCCER,PAGE 7

Men's soccer
looks for first win
Going0-12onthe
season so far, the
Falcons look to get a
victory this weekend.
C (ins Wilij
SPORTS REPORTER

With two conference games
under their belt, the men's soccer team finds themselves at
the bottom of their conference.
The team lost to both Marshall
and Akron in the past two
weeks and face of against their
third MAC opponent, Northern
Illinois, this Sunday.
The fact the Falcons are last
in the division, however, is
not the only thing that may
have the Falcons' heads down
half way through the season.
Sunday's game will not only be
a chance for the Falcons to get
their first conference win, it is
also a chance to get their first
overall victory of the season.
Under first year head coach
Fred Thompson the Falcons
are 0-12 heading into Sunday's
game and currently have the
worst overall record in the
MAC. Akron is leading the
MAC in the early stage of conference play with a 2-0 conference record and are 7-2-1
overall. The Zips are followed
closely behind by Kentucky,
Marshall and Sunday's opponent Northern Illinois.
The Huskies are in the middle of the conference with a
1-1 record and have had a successful first half of the season with a 7-4 record overall. The Huskies are ranked
second in the conference
for goals allowed, 11, while

netting 16. The Falcons, on the
other hand, have had trouble
keeping their opponent out
of the net. So far this season
the Falcons have allowed a
conference worst 44 goals.
The 44 goals given up by the
Falcons is nearly double that
of Marshall, who is second
to last in the same category.
Other than the large amount
of goals given up, the Falcons
have also struggled scoring
goals and have only found the
back of the net 9 times.
The Huskies are currently
coming off an away loss to
Marshall by a score of 3-1.
Prior to Sunday's loss, however, the Huskies were on a
long winning streak. During
the 6 game streak they
defeated several strong teams
including the University
of Wisconsin. Purdue and
Western Michigan.
This weekend the Falcons
are also hoping to end one
streak while keeping another
one alive. A win this weekend would stop their losing
streak at 12 while continuing
their winning streak against
Northern Illinois. The Falcons
have defeated the Huskies
three times in the past two
years, including a 2-1 win over
the Huskies in the quarter
finals of last seasons conference tournament.
Following Sunday's afternoon game in Illinois the
Falcons continue with more
conference play. The next few
games have the Falcons at
homeagainstBuffalo.followed
by two away games against
conference teams Kentucky
and Western Michigan.

SPORTS

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
BG SPORTS PICK OF THE WEEK
Fall break should be an enjoyable one tor football fans, as all
over the country there are great games. On the pacific coast
we haw some USC-Cal while dwm south Tennessee and
Georgia should make everyone happy.The Red River shootout
should be the game of the year in Texas and around these
parts with Bowling Green playing and Michigan and Ohio
State playing ranked opponents, everyone should be ecstatic

No. 2 Oklahoma at
No. 5 Texas

ADAM HRITZAK

MIKE METZGER

BEN SWANGER

42-10 BG

38-21 BG

54 1/ BG

35-14 BG

Rant

It won't be as bad
as the Temple game,
but this one is going
to be pretty ugly.

BG should be able
to control this
game and roll to an
easy victory.

BG will shut down
CMU's running
game and win this
one big time.

Omar and the
Falcon offense
will dominate the
game.

Score

24-21 Texas

34-17 Oklahoma

31-27 Texas

Cedric Benson is
going to run wild on
OU's defense and get
some Heisman votes.

Every year it's supposed to be Texas,
but the Sooners
have way too much

Benson vs. Peterson One word, Adrian
Peterson!
makes this game
close but Texas
pulls out the win.

28-24.5 Michigan

38-35 Michgan

27-24 Michigan

24-21 Minnesota

My Maize and Blue
will pull off a win
and prove the ND
loss is in the past.

Gophers get big
win in the big
house Anyone but
Michagan.

■■■Hi

Rant
OKLAHOMA 6.5 FAVORITE

No. 13 Minnesota at
No. 14 Michigan score
Rant
MICHIGAN 3.5 FAVORITE

California at
No. 1 USC score
Rant
SOUTHERN CAL 7.5 FAVORITE

No. 15 Wisconsin at
No. 18 Ohio State

GEORGIA 12.5 FAVORITE

I only give them the
For the first time in
history, the .5 will not nod because they
produce a clear win- are home. This will
be a shootout
ner in gambling.

31-13 USC

42-24 USC

I want someone to
beat USC, but Cal
is really, really overrated.

USC wants redemp- I would love to see
tion bad after losan upset but it just
ing perfect record
will not happen.
last year to Cal.
USC is too good

ByJasonA.Dixon

After losing their third consecutive game to Indiana-Purdue
Fort Wayne Wednesday night
the Bowling Green State volleyball travel to face loledo and
Northern Illinois looking to cure
its recent woes.
"It was definitely a disappointing loss." middle hitter Melissa
Mohr said of the 4-1 defeat to the
Mastodons "We lost to them earlier this year in a tournament and
we were hoping for a win, but
things didn't go our way. We're
going try and get back on track
this weekend.
The Falcons (9-7, 2-2) opened
the Mid-American Conference

21-3 USC

42-10 USC

USC and Oklahoma
in the Orange Bowl,
USC wins big.

13-10 Ohio State

17-16 OSU

24-17 Wisconsin

30-21 OSU

Rant

Nugent gets Bucks
back to winning ways
with a dramatic 17yard field goal.

Bucks should be
fired up for this.
Note to Tressel: Let
Troy Smith play.

1 really think OSU
will lose two ina-row and not
because 1 like Mich.

Nugent avenges
missing field goal
last week. Kicks 10
field goals to win

leers face Windsor
for season opener
HOCKEY, FROM PAGE 6

Morrison, Chris Pedota, Jeremy
Branson, Taylor Christie, Jon
Sitko and Jonathan Sigalei.
In the net, All-American candidate and tri-captain Jordan
Sigalet, who enters his final collegiate season as the all-time
leader at BG with a .914 career
save percentage also returns.
Behind Sigalet, goaltenders
Bob Frazee and Keith Van Gels
return, while the team welcomes new goaltender Jon
HorreU.
Horrell, a transfer from the
University of Findlay, was
known for his big play last season where his team won in an
upset at Michigan State.
"We actually have four goalies right now on our group and
we've seen some pretty good
saves out of all of them," Paluch
said. "We've been really pleased
with the play of all the goalies.
I think they've all been challenged throughout the games
and really to a man, they've
played pretty welL"
the newcomers to this year's
team are freshmen forwards
Jonathan Matsumoto, Jon
Erickson, Derek Whitmore, Ben
Geelan, John Mazzei and Alex
Foster. Then on defense they
welcome in Mike Hodgson and
MikeNesdill.

Score

24-13 Georgia

28-17 Georgia

17-10 Tennessee

14-7 Tennessee

Rant

1 don't like either of
these teams, hopefully a hurricane
cancels the game.

Bulldogs are riding high right now
and should have no
problem with Vols.

1 like the Bulldogs
but 1 have to go
with Rocky Top once
again.

Tennessee won't
lose two in a row.
The Vols will upset
the Bulldogs.

Check it out!
www.bgnews.com

Matsumoto and Hodgson
came into practice ranked
on die Inside College Hockey
website as two of the top freshman in the country. The overall
rank of the class was 14 on the
INCH list.
"All of them have shown
they can play," Rogosheske
said. "They're going to be top
players."
BG will get an extended break
this year as the team will practice for three weeks before starting dieir season at Union on
October 22-23 in a two game
non-conference series.
"It's great, especially with so
many more players," Paluch
said. "It gives us a real good
chance to teach the game from
a systems standpoint, and it
gets our players together more
from a team concept. It's a huge,
huge edge for us to be real close
as a team.''
Fans will be able to get their
first look at the team tomorrow night in the annual "Falcon
Face-off" at 4 p.m. at the BG Ice
Arena. Where the team will be
broken down into two teams
and will have a skills competition during the intermission.
The Falcons will then take
on die University of Windsor in
exhibition play next Friday at
7:05 p.m. at the BG Ice Arena to
end their preseason schedule

Soccer ready for Miami
W. SOCCER, FROM PAGE 6

Volleyball looks to bounce
back against UT and NIU
SENIOR RE POUTER

49-21 Oklahoma

Score

OHIO STATE 3.5 FAVORITE

No. 17 Tennessee at
No. 3 Georgia

1 # f> •
ELLIOTT SCHREINER

Bowling Green at
Central Michigan score
BOWLING GREEN 14.5 FAVORITE
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also beat Marshall last weekend with a score of 1-0, then
lost to Ohio 3-0. Ball State will
try to improve their seventh
place conference ranking this
weekend.
lust over halfway through
the season, Richards and the
Falcon players are focusing on
continuing to dominate their
opposition and controlling
play.
"At this stage of the season, we have to be a little
proactive and make sure we

play the way we want to play,"
Richards said.
The Falcons are healthy
heading into the weekend
aside from some expected
bumps and bruises. Keeper
lenifer Kemahan has the
team's lone injury. She is
rehabbing a torn ACL and
should be back in action
within the next few weeks.
This weekend's action kicks
off this after noon at 4 p.m.
at BG's own Cochrane Field.
Sunday's match will also
be at home and will begin
at Noon.

with two convincing wins over Central Michigan last Saturday.
The Huskies, who are currentthe Rockets (11-3, 1-3) and
Huskies (7-10, 2-2) on Sept. 24 ly tied with BG for fourth place
in the West Division, have won
and 25, respectively.
Setter Amber Mareski said the three consecutive games.
Mohr said both UT and NIU
earlier wins will BG confidence
will be looking to exact revenge.
I leading into the games.
"We have a bull's-eye on us, but
"We've aleady taken it to Toledo
and NIU once, so 1 think we hat e we played well last time," she
that edge over them," she said. said. "I think there's still room for
" But it is at their place, so we have improvement from those wins, so
to really bring our A game. We're hopefully things come together."
Tonight's match against the
pumped and ready for a win."
UT started the season 10- Rockets at Savage Hall is sched0, until the Falcons humbled uled for 7 p.m. The Falcons to
Uieir rival in four sets in the first action Saturday at 7 p.m. to face
the Huskies.
meeting
The lose was the first of three
to open the MAC, but the Rockets
snapped the streak with a 3-0 over
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IF SPULSE
MATTGEROVAC:
Performing tonight at
the Village Idiot check it
out on the web;
WWW.BGNEWS.COM

get a

life
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calendar of events
FRIDAY
10 p.m.
Crayon
Howard's Club H

I

PUlSt EOIT0«

| With the $49 million opening of "Shark
I I.ilc this past weekend it is officially
the start of the fall movie season. Yes, it
Jseems like the dull days of August and
I September couldn't get over fast enough
and this year the coming months offer
lan intriguing slate of movies big and
I small ihat an definitely worth a look at a
theater near you.

10 p.m.
La Revanche and
Goiter Jelly
Nate & Wally's

[OCTOBER

SATURDAY

I Friday Night Lights - A film that opens
I today, it is based on the true story of
the improbable run of a high school
I football team on their way to a Texas
I State Championship. The film boasts
the acting chops of Billy Bob Thorton
»as the emotional coach and the skilled
[direction of Peter Berg (The Rundown"
and "Very Bad Tilings").

3 p.m.
Stuart Little 2
Union Theater
9 p.m.
The Dom Trio Jazz
Easy Street Cafe'
10 p.m.
Crazy Eddie
Howard's Club H

[I Heart Huckabees - From David O.
'Russell, the writer/director of'Spanking
|theMonkey,''"I liningwilh I Hsaster* and
IThree kings,'' "Huckabees" has been
'coined an "existential comedy" about a
,,man named Albert (Jason Shwaitzman)
looking for the meaning of life. Albert
•becomes so frustrated he hires a husLband wife team of existential detectives
[Dustin Hoffman and Uly Tomlin) to
observe him and tell him the meaning of
Lhis life. In the search the movie weaves
among a group of eccentric characters
Including a firefighter (MarkWhalberg) a
[superstore execuirve Uncle Law) and his
ccentric girlfriend (Naomi Watts).

10 p.m.
La Revanche and
Goiter Jelly
Nate & Wally's

SUNDAY
6 p.m.
Benefit For MS
Howard's Club H

MONDAY

[Team America:

World Police - This is

ueliniU'ly the most controversial movie
bf the summer. From the deranged
Iminds who created "South Park." Trey
\arker and Matt Stone, comes the story
fcf an actor who is recruited to pose as

10 p.m.
DJ Kehoe
Nate & Wally's

TUESDAY

October 8,
2004
www.bgnews.com/pulse
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY
VOLUME 99 ISSUE 38

(Fall brings variety
of promising films
I By Sean Corp

10 pm.
Eric Nassau
Easy Street Cate'

FRIDAY

9 p.m.
Comedy Night
Easy Street Cafe'
10 p.m.
Voice In The Wire
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Karaoke
Nate & Wally's

WEDNESDAY
10 p.m.
Seventh Echo
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Francisco Rojas
Easy Street Cafe'
10 p.m.
Scott Ballard
Nate & Wally's

THURSDAY
10 p.m.
Battle Of The Bands
Howard's Club H
10 p.m.
Open Mic Night
Easy Street Cafe'
10 p.m.
OJ Diamond D Lee
Nate & Wally's

!
Calendar Events prepared by Sean
Corp;contacthimatscorp@bgnet.
bgiu.edu, if interested in having
events posted.

KEEP YOUR FINGERS ON THE PULSE OF CAMPUSATWWW.BGNEWS.COM/PULSE

an Arab and infiltrate a terrorist organization. Along the way they fight Kim
long-U and those wacky liberal elites.
Parker and Stone have definitely pulled
no punches in this very adult comedy.
Sideways - Alexander Payne has alvyays
been celebrated for his depiction of
the downtrodden suffering through a
midlife crisis. First it was a pregnant
woman stuck in the middle of abortion politics ("Citizen Ruth"), then it was
the downfall of an unhappy and bitter school teacher ("FJection") and the
midlife crisis of an aging man dealing
with retirement ("About Schmidt"). Now
he delivers a mature and smart comedy
about two friends who have a wild weekend before one gets married. The groom
to be (Thomas Ilayden Church) and best
man (Paul Giamatti) meet two women
and deal with the decisions they have
made throughout their lives.
Ray - Ray is the story of the recently
departed musical legend Ray Charles
l laime Foxx). The film centers around a
20 year period in the life of Ray Charles
when he rose to fame, battled a crippling addiction to heroin and persevered
again putting his life back together. The
film has been well received at film festivals all over the world and laime Foxx
apparently delivers a star making performance that he only hinted at in "Any
Given Sunday," "Ali" and "Collateral"
The Grudge - lapanese horror guru
Takashi Shimizu, creator of the lapanese
original hit, "lu-On," promises to terrify
American audiences just as he terrified
his home country. The film stars Sarah
Michelle Gellar as a woman who is in
charge of a haunted house, which sends
its victims into a violent rage before they
are killed.
MOVIES. PAGE 9
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ISC offers hope for
aspiring musicians
ByRactKHBotok
ASSISTANT PUISE EDITOR

Anyone who wins the approval
of Sean 'P Diddy' Combs, Macy
Gray and Bo Diddley are sure to
succeed in the music business.
These artists are three of the 25
judges at the 2004 International
Songwriting Competition. The
ISC provides an opportunity for
aspiring artists and musicians to
share their artwork with music
industry elites.
The only catch is a fee required
for the hopes of aspiration.
The fee for a mail entry is $30.
Songwriters can send in additional songs for a price of $30 a
piece.
In order to enter online, a songwriter must sign-up for a complimentary 6 month membership
to create their own press kit as
well as a $34.95 fee.
What if there was $10,000
involved? What about $30,000 in
merchandise? Is that more of a
persuasion? These prizes are for
the ultimate Grand Prize winner
of the competition. AlUiaugh
there will be 50 other winners
who will be sharing $100,000 in
cash and prizes.
lonathon Dye. senior, said if
he had higher aspirations for his
music other than a hobby, he
would enter the competition.
"I think it's a wonderful

opportunity. It can get your
music out there," he said. "For
any aspiring artists who wish to
take their music above a hobby
and have their music heard."
Former Grand Prize winner
Moana Maniapoto remembers
all the benefits that followed her
ISC competition victory in 2003.
"Winning the ISC is the high
light of my composing career,
she said. "Radio stations celebrat
ed my win in their news bulletins
with one even describing me as a
national treasure!"
The 2003 Blues category win
ner Rick Fines proclaims his
excitement from winning.
"The media has been really
good to me since winning!" he
said. "I am thrilled with the prizes
and the media attention!"
Some of the winners who won
in 2003, like British singer-song
writer, lane Taylor, have received
media attention and record
contract offers.
"I've had requests from labels in
America asking me to send them
more music, and there just seems
to be so much good will with this
competition," she said.
ISC would like the compact
discs and tapes to be packaged
and sent before Oct. 15. MP3's do
not apply. Go to www.songwrit
ingcompetition.com for rules
and all mailing information.
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fall movie preview

cessful "Bridget Jones' Diary," in
the film Bridget (ReneeZellwegerl
returns and her insecurities get
NOVEMBER
the better of her as she has trouThe Incredibles - Pixar has deliv- ble being with the "pcrfecl man
ered nothing but record smash- (Colin Firth). Apparently in the
ing hits ever since 1994's "Toy world of Bridget there is no such
Story." Here they tell the tale of thing as happily ever after.
a dysfunctional family of superheroes who are past their prime The SpongeBob SquarePants
and hiding in a witness protec- Movie - SpongeBob and his crew
tion program. The father, Mr. are brought to the big screen in
Incredible, is tricked into don- the wild adaptation of the hit carning the superhero suit again and loon series. The film is an advenis led into a trap by an old enemy ture in search of King Neptune's
missing crown and of course
and his family must rescue him.
SpongeBob's crew, Squidward,
The Polar Express - The film is Patrick and Sandy are along for
brought to life from the creative the ride.
mind of Robert Zemekjs ("Back
to the Future" and "Forrest Alexander - One of the most recGump") and based on the bril- ognized and controversial figures
liant children's book of the same in human history is portrayed on
name. In the film a boy who the big screen. Alexander tells
begins doubting if Santa Clans the Story of Alexander the Great
exists is awakened in the middle (Colin Farrell) and his quest for
of the night to a train that prom- power, conquering 90 percent of
ises to take him on an adventure the known world.
The film deals with his relationto the North Pole.
ships with his sister (Angelina
Seed of Chucky - The demonic lolie) and his best friend and right
doll is back and this time he has a hand man (Jarcd Leto). The film
kid. Murder, mayhem, and some was directed by Oliver Stone, but
it is unclear how he deals with
hilarity arc bound to ensue.
some of the more controversial
Bridget lones: Edge of Reason elements of his life, including his
-The follow-up to the hugely suc- alleged bisexuality.

houses Rwandan refuges, saving
them from genocide.

MOVIES, FROM PAGE

DECEMBER
Oceans 12- This sequel to 2001s
suave caper comedy revolves
around three elaborate heists
throughout Europe done by
Danny Ocean's (George Clooney)
band of thieves. To make things
worse an angry Terry Benedict
(Andy Garcia) is hot on their heels
looking for his $160 million bark.
The all-star cast also includes Brad
Pitt, lulia Roberts, Catherine Zeta
lones, Matt Damon, Bernie Mac,
Vincent Cassell, Don Cheadle,
Peter Fonda, Elliot Gould and
Carl Reiner.
The Aviator - This high profile
biopic stars l-eonardo DiCaprio
as enigmatic billionaire Howard
Hughes. The film focuses more
on the starry eyed early life of
Hughes when he was an aviation visionary and not his more
reclusive later years. The film
is directed by Hollywood legend
Martin Scorcese, who considers
this film a labor of love.
Hotel Rwanda - Hotel Rwanda"
is one oi those under the radar
pictures that lend to explode
with buzz around awards season. The film tells the story of a
hotel owner (Don Cheadle) who

Meet the Fockers - I low do you
improve on an ensemble comedy cast that includes Ben Stiller,
Owen Wilson, Blythe Danner
and Robert DeNiro? Apparently,
you add Dustin Hoffman and
Barbara Streisand into the mix.
This time around the tables are
turned as Greg (Stiller) and his
fiance (Teri Polo) take her parents
(IX'Niro and Danner) to meet the
Lockers (Hoffman and Sreisand).
Personalities clash between the
two very different families and
hilarity, of course, ensues.
The Life Aquatic with Steven
Zissou - Wes Anderson is back
with a comedy about the relationship between a lacque Cousteau
oceanographer, Steven Zissou
(Bill Murray), and his estranged
son (Owen Wilson). Anderson
has specialized in offbeat and
fractured family comedies dealing with multiple relationships
and he delivers more of his specialty here, This time however,
the backdrop is a wild revenge
story where Zissou vows to get
revenge on the shark that ate his
friend.
Check out an extended look at
the films at www.bgnews.com

Students get creative with in dorm dance club
die club after the room they call
home.
Bulgalz and Link were inspired
Students in their rooms on the second floor of Kreischer-Compton to create Club 221 last year when
are probably used to hearing loud they decided it is too much of a
hassle to go downtown and pay
music thumping in the hallway.
I lowever, they are probably not to get into nightclubs.
While Club 221 takes place in a
used to seeing that same hallway
filled with 40 people dancing to hallway and two rooms, the club's
eiglu staff members try to mimic
that loud, thumping music.
This is tlie scene every Saturday a club atmosphere as much as
night from 9 p.m. to midnight possible.
The hallway's lights are turned
as Gub 221, a dance club independently run by students, brings off hut die club area is illuminated
bj nringa of lights, most notatogether residents of Kreischer.
Its co-founders, Michael l>l\ a string shaped like a cursive
Rtugatz and Craig link, named 'club 221."
By Dan Meyers

PUISE REPORTER

Michael "D| Mike" Miller, the
house DJ, sets up a table in the
hallway with his Macintosh iBook
on top From there, he plays over
5,000 songs stored on its hard drive
with a pair of amplifier speakers
wired into the computer.
Miller plays a range of music
including techno hip-hop, rock,
country and anything die audience requests
Club 221 is already gaining popularity. As many as 40
people could be found dancing on Compton's second floor
at any one time, according to
Ryan Turinsky, public relations

for the club.
about Club 221.
Daniel Vandersommers. resiAn anonymous group of residential advisor for second-floor dents taped signs saying "Stop
Complon, approves of the dance Compton's Boys from Making
club. "They were keeping kids in NoLse"and'YourKaraoke Is Really
on Saturday night instead of get- I lokey," among other statements,
ting dnmk, building community in the hall outside the area where
in the hall; they were behaving," Club 221 takes place.
he said.
Two weeks ago a pair of walking
Laura Nelson, president of Residential Advisors gave the club
Kreischer Cuiiipion-Darrow Hall a warning for the table, amplifiers
Council, also supports Bulgat/ and several chairs that lined the
and Link's efforts. T think it's great hallway, calling them fire hazards.
that this group of boys is trying to
link said all equipment, tables
increase community and involve- and chairs would be inside rooms
ment within the hall" she said.
next Saturday,
Not everyone is as enthusiastic
Out) 221 plans on making

several improvements in the near
future. More speakers, another
microphone, a live techno artist and a costume party for the
t k tuber 30 Halloween night are
in the works, according to club
staff,
Mariela Sanchez, a sophomore
who lives mi Compton's second
floor, has not seen Club 221 for
fiersetl but leaves hei door open
Saturday nights to listen to the
music.
"It's entertaining." said Sanchez.
"The karaoke is hilarious; |my
roommate and 1| tried singing
along to it"

October 13-17

Presented by the
BGSU Caribbean Association
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Wednesday,
oct. 13

thursday.
oci. 14

Homecoming Kick-off

Window Splash Contest

11 a.m. to 3 p.m., Union Oval,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Residence halls and Greek houses

Merchandise Sales and
Royalty Voting

I p.m., 401 Boweri-Thompson Student Union

11 a.m. to 3 p.m.; Union Oval,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Shopping Cart Floats

tFli@RIDA

©LMJML ©@QJL[

Banner Turn in and Displaying
Falcon Freestyle Contest
Noon to 2 p.m., Falcon's Nest,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Noon to 2 p.m., Union Oval,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

Merchandise Sales and
Royalty Voting

Lip-sync Contest

II a.m. to 2 p.m.; 4-6 p.m., Lobby,
Bowen-Thompson Student Union

8 p.m., 202B Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Bcwen-Thompson Student Union

Falcon Field Day Extravaganza
7 p.m., Spirit Rock

In Concert

Thursday October 14, 2004
8 p.m. Kobacker Hall.
Sponsored by

and ECAP

Donations for the
Hurricane Relief
Fund will be
welcome

WWW.BGNEWS.COM
10 Friday. October 8.2004

The Daily Crossword Fix

Personals

For Sale

Learn a skill for life Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out al Sandersonstables.com

Celtic Tapestries. Perfect lor
Walls, Beds. Tables, Curtains.
etc.
Many designs, sizes, colors avail.
www.mlthrasshleld.om

'

.

Help Wanted

I 1.

For Rent

Classified Ads

BARTENDING' $300/day potential.
No exp necessary. Training provided. Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.

372-6977

niHNmMI MtawMUi | KcaeladvaQ
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2 families in Perrysburg are looking
for a nanny to share tor care in their
home of a 3 and 11 mo. old. starting
in Nov. Early Childhood Educ.
and/or child care exp pref. Send resume and 3 ret to: LJA PO Box
1181, Perrysburg. 43552-1181

ii dlutxlKt.

BHna.oi "n if»-' ".'
V*.ll. pt.4r.icJ .(.lull, WIN. ..
Jftline.di*.-imiinur or revii* an> atltcriiKiiicM ,u.li *«
■
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A part-time counter person. Mon Fn. and a tew Sal. mornings. Apply
at Long's Cleaners. 1204 W.
Wooster 419-354-4494.

Campus Events

APPLY NOW START NOW
Flexible schedules around classes
GREAT PAY
Cust. Sales/Service
Advancement opportunity
Internships available
Condilions exisl. All ages 18+
Apply in Toledo, work in BG area
Call Now! 419-861-6134

EDUCATION ABROAD FAIR
Thursday. Oct. 14
11 a.m. - 3pm
Community Room. 202B BTSU

Travel

Babysitter needed in my home, BG
area. Sal's & one Sunday oul of the
mo. 6am-4pm. $4/hr. 1 yr. old baby
girl. Call 352-7095 or-419-308-9636

'"BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
CELEBRITY CRUISE'
5 Days From S279' Includes Meals.
Port Taxes. Exclusive Beach Parties
With 20+ Of Your Favorite TV
Celebrities As Seen On Real World.
Road Rules, Bachelor!
Great Beaches. Nightlife'
Ethics Award Winning Company1
www SprinpBrBakTravelcom
1-800-678-6386.

Cnildcare Part-time, llexible schedule. Prefer education or experience
working with school age children;
Wage is commensurate with experience and education Apply at the
Calholic Club. 1601 Jefferson Ave..
Toledo, Ohio. Deadline 10/18/04.
Hiring prep personnel
Must be available during holidays.
DiBenedetto's 1432 E. Wooster

HfSPRING BREAK! CANCUN,
ACAPULCO, JAMAICA
Ftom S459* Tax! FLORIDA SI 59!
Our Cancun Pnces Are S100 Less
Than Others1 Book Now1
Includes Breakfasts. Dinners,
30-50+ Hours Free Drinks!
Ethics Award Winning Company!
View 500 Hotel Reviews
and Videos at
www.SpringBreakTravel.com
1-800-678-6386
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Hottest
Destinations-Best Prices Book Now!
Campus Reps Wanted 1-800-2347007. endlesssummertours.com
Spring Break 2005 with STS, America's #1 Student Tour Operator. Hiring campus reps. Call for group discounts Info/Reservations 1-800-648
4849 wwwstslravel.com.

1995 Dodge Neon. S1.200 OBO
For more info, contact
Andrea 419-340-9837.

New house. Close to campus.
Air. disposal, dishwasher, laundry.
Call 353-1731 or 352-5414.

Ml 14*11 HA

APPLY
NOW!
START
NOW!
GREAT
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Roast Turkey
Ai.iiluMr (™ Noon cil 9 pm '
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Homemade (kwr\
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Open Weekdays 4P.M. • Lunch Fn • Sat • Sun 'SBmUrn*ItlUium*

tmttm SC ——

Check out BGNEWS online at
www.BGNE WS. com

Management Inc.

ASK ABOUT OUR
SPECIALS GOING
ONNOW
Call 353-5800

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private

• Spacious kitchen

OPEN NOW
Hillsdale Apt.
1082 Fairviev
3 bdrm Twnhs
Dishwashei
Garbage I Hsposal
Wisher Dryer Hook-up
(2 ibdrm)
Carports BGSI Bus nop

QZ

SeaGate Centre,
401 Jefferson Avenue,
Toledo, Ohio
l-n CYt 22 -{< Wp.m
Sal. Oct. 23 - 9:00«Tn.
Sal Oct. 23 -2:00 pm
Sal. Oct. 23-7:00 pm

Heinzsite Apt.
N

t

CALL NOW!

419-353-7715 tfe

APARTMENTS

Planned F^renthoocT

Semi-Firnl Round;

710 N Enterprise

Sun Oct. 24 - 9:00 am

• 2 Ixlrnis

Final Round:
Sun. Ocl 24 - 2:00 p.m

• Dishwashei
• Garbage iiis|xis.il

Cast

• W.I-IK i Dryer in 2bdrms

$100 Per Session
(Multiple Sessions Permitted)

• CAN WALK TO CAMPt'S

S50 Ri-buv (ir
Add-On Available

ECCA

M ui*(rnK»i I IB .

Stop by the Office .u
1045 N. Main St
or check website
www mc-ccahg.coni

for complete listing
for next year. Will
start renting in
NOVEMBER.

DAIMI ERC I1KYS1.ER

Oct. 22 - Oct. 24, 2004

/ft!T>!cA

• Convenient on-site parking
VA*SIT« VQUMi
AMUTMfim

Presented by:
l \U

•

• Pets welcome

MAKE-A-W1SH
FOUNDATION® OF
NORTHWEST OHIO

l...\i,rriv-iil I...

•
•
•
•

• Patio

Hold Em
TOURNAMENT

AfPtfCA

On selected floor plans

in BG Area

Prizes:
M I'l.ice - $10.0011
total - $20,000
R^gialrjlinn

I'i.iM'r, en RgMer with the SeaGate
Centre Box Oflkv by telephofK(41V-.121 SM7| or in person at the .idd .ibove, or online at www.
northwrMohio wishon^. All rule* will
hi (>>-.ti\l on 'In' MMto Must be 21 to
.HI,. and LDJ will be dackad

of Northwest Ohio, Inc.

FOR ALL YOUR REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH NEEDS
Emergency Conlracepllon
Birth Control
Gynecological Exams
Pregnancy Testing

1301 Jefferson Avenue
Toledo, Ohio
419 255 1115

Sexually Transmitted Inteclions
(Screening & Treatment)
HIV Counseling 8 Testing
(Free & Anonymous)

3401 Glendale Avenue
Toledo. Ohio
419 385 8778

1039 North Main Street
Findlay, Ohio
4-9-432-4611

VARSITY LANES
$6.00 COLLEGE NIGHT

Call toll tree lor an appointment
1-800-230-7526
www.ppnwo.org

K\ K.\ K\ K\ K\ k.\ K\ K\ K\ K\ K\ KA
1f»u cvte avutitUO).invited t* "DCAACU wot

lih

4pm- 7pm

$2.00 Appetizer Buffet

/^f€AFE ■
104S.Main

I

•

,

353-0988

8
1
fl
0

STRAIGHT YEARS
'LARGE
Z
14" Combo Pizza
m ». ..-,- FR€€ DEIWCRV ,co cl/.
includes
3
items
203 N. Main $5./5
«-,M
352-5166
Minimum

= VARSITY
= SQUARE

P

ANSWERS

1

FREE HEAT

419-861-6134

01 the ear
Kuwait's ruler
Twenty quires
Soil turner
Crackers
Soft dnnk
Fit of anger
PC operator
Most recent
Main artery
This puzzle's theme
Contaminate
Brightly colored
British informer
Shoreline indentation
Former mates
Fitness centers

PISFllM€LLO'S

♦ ♦♦

Work

■

VOTED BEST

• All ages 18 and over

in Toledo

11

Pluck
Arthur of tennis
Well, looky who's here
Bookstore section
Fed. publishing service
Lollapalooza
Let loose unforeseen
problems
8 Milanese noodles
9 Top shot
10 Nottingham nabobs
11 Tomorrow's soon
Heiden or Sevareid
enough
Draw closer
12 Of the kidneys
_ with the punches
13 Fuming
Lady's address
18 Sharpen
Civvies
19 Hang onto
24 Banned orchard spray 53 Oriental
Soup server
26 Temperate
Auctioneer's
28 Loathe
warning?
29 Impolite child
Philosopher
31 Prevaricated
Descartes
33 Nixon's nix
Faithful
35 Hold back
Limited period
37 Good yarn
of time
39 The Magi. e.g.
Invites
40 Formerly
Mel of the Giants
Gl's garb

V

*i

Apply

■

1

PIZZO'

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

45 1996 election loser

• Internships Available
• Conditions exist

1

46
47
49
51
52
54
56
58
60
62
65
68
69
70
71
72
73

Deep cut
Gooey mass
Cavities in bones
ZIP sponsor
Insect stage
Writer/singer Leonard
Absolutely everything
Pac. pact
"Do
others..."
Texaco trademark
Hawaiian coffee
Conceal in one's hand
Underhanded
"Six Feet Under" channel
Cinder ending?
Prima donna
Sandy's barks
That
hay!
Slow in tempo
Ragged
Former anesthetic

• Laundry facilities
• Customer Sales/Service

•

..

entrance

The Best Seat
.Mhtw»ibHiiiui-iiMi.^i wmv

n.

" Rooms avail, now S230/mo.
lor 2 bdrm.apts. avail. 2nd
semester
Listings avail, for 05' & 06' school yr
24/7® 316 E. Merry #3
or call 353-0325. 9am-9pm

• Advancement Opportunity

Used brass trumpet for sale
Good condition. $300 OBO
Call 419-353-3999.

1

"

■

ACROSS

Perrysburg, easy access to I 75.
Quiel 2 bdrm., apt. 1 bath, water
incl., laundry facil.. security bldg.
$525-550 month. 734-850-0121.

Pitbull puppies for sale.
Male S350 and temale S400.
Call Nick at 419-308-4065.

WE DELIVER

y¥/ Dinner^

IMMEDIATE OCCUPANCY!
724 S. College Dr-2 BR unfurn. apt
1 5 baths, starting at $425/mo.,i1ep
$425 Tenanl pays elec. NO PETS!
Assigned parking.
»Clough St.-2 BR unfurn. apt.
above garage. S490/mo plus all util
Deposil $490 NO PETS'
fl?fi 7th SI. #2-2 BR unfurn. apt.
$475/mo. dep $475. Tenanl pays
E.W.S NO PETSISpr Sem Rental
List Now Available
Call John Newlove Real Estate. Inc
Rental Office At (419) 354-2260
Office al 319 E. Wooster St
across from Taco Bell

• Flexible schedules around
your glasses

352-4663 - 373-0504 (fax »)

I

M

■ ■■ ■

-

1

Grad. students. 1 or 2 bdrm. apts.
Avail, in Dec. Air. disposal, dishwasher, laundry. Call 353-1731 or
352-5414

By owner. 3 bdrm. bnck ranch. 2
blocks from campus. Excell. cond.,
new furnace. Ip. 419-354-5040 after
4pm.

Call DiBenedetto's
for your
Homecoming Party needs
Ask about our catering menu

'

■ ■'

Subleaser needed for nice 2 bedrm
house. Nov.-Aug Garage, big yard,
good neighborhood $600 mo. (4191
494-3156

Unlimited tanning remainder of
semester. S50 booths and beds.
Campus Tanning 352-7889

%

5 room house for rent
Available Aug 25
352-5822

MYSTERY SHOPPERS NEEDED!
Earn While You Shop!
Call Now Toll Free 1-888-255-6040
Ext 13401

For Sale

■1

■

."

■■■

Perrysburg-Waterville min. to BG
Condo Residence. Ideal tor contemplative study Chef's kitchen, privacy
porch, fresh white ceramic powder
rm. All season panoramic view. Respectful, private First class setting,
first class service. Non smoke, no
pets $495/595. 419-344-8018.

Services Offered

Personals

2 bdrm. turn. apt. NO smoking. NO
pets! Close to campus. Indu. util.
Call 353-5074.

Life Guard Part lime hours, flexible
schedule. Prefer experience working
with school age children; qualified
candidates
will
possess
Lifeguarding
certifications and CPR/First Aid
Training. Apply at the Catholic Club,
1601 Jefferson Ave ; Toledo, Ohio
Deadline 10/18/04.

The City of BG Parks S Recreation
Department is hiring adult volleyball
officials and adult basketball officials. Salary is S15 per match and
$13 per game respectively. Apply
immediately by completing an application at the Parks & Recreation ofllce located at 1291 Conneaut Ave.
and/or call 419-354-6223 with questions. The City of BG is an equal opportunity employer.

Spring Break 2005. Challenge...find
a belter price' Lowest puce specials!
Free Meals! November 6th deadline!
Hiring reps-earn free trips & cash!
www.sunsplashtours com
1-800-426-7710

1 -3 subleasers needed lor 3 bd apt.
1.5 balh. C/A. DW, tireplace. Rent
negot. Avail. Oct+. 419-304-4241

■

i
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hrnuaht to VOU bv

Who:

Any college sludent

When: Monday, Tuesday, Thursday & Friday
9:00 - 11:00 p.m.
On Mondays the entire center is reserved (or
college night. So no college student will be
turned away!
Where: Varsity Lanes - 1033 S Main St
Bowling Green OH.
(352 5247,)
,

The sisters c( Kappa PeUa Se/vrrif/ requestytwprcsejue at an

What:

2 hours of bowling
& shoes, slice of pizza >
& pop

Price:

Only $6 00
per person
& drink specials

\miuette Tea te beheUcn Ifediiesaty, thelith 4 Oeteder. This $at/wnaA
\ mil'feature Pr Rm Binder en fermatetiquette, idiien mil'be eeneluded \
m'th a time fer mingling MM the todies ef Kappa Petta.
TheaentmUl*h(ldatil+MtheUnicnbeyinn^at9:l5aitd
lasting untilVlV/fy/a.

K. S. V.P. Hi/t/i a/10 questiens to Beth atm-tW7
k\ k\ k\ k\ k\ k\ k\ k\ k\ ls\ k\ k \

>

